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Abstract

Using U.S. venture capital investment data from 1985 to 2008 and qualitative
interviews, we examine how group dynamics influence the growth of inter-
organizational collaborations through the addition of new members. We argue
that group dynamics that develop among members in a collaboration, as well
as between each member and prospective newcomers, influence which new
members join existing collaborations. For prospective newcomers, we distin-
guish between their depth of embeddedness, the strength of a prospective
newcomer’s past relationships with any incumbent member of the collabora-
tion, and breadth of embeddedness, the proportion of incumbent members
with which the newcomer has had prior ties. For incumbent members, we
examine network faultlines, or subgroups in their collaboration, that may lead
to power struggles. We find that when strong network faultlines exist, the
depth and breadth of a prospective newcomer’s embeddedness will have dif-
ferent influences on its likelihood of joining the collaboration: A newcomer with
greater depth of embeddedness with the collaboration may be perceived to
influence power dynamics in the group, leading to lower likelihood of joining,
whereas a newcomer with greater breadth may not suffer the same liability.
We also find that newcomers with greater depth benefit from the status of
their strongest tie in the collaboration, and newcomers with greater breadth
are more desirable partners when they are more experienced. Overall, our
results highlight the mechanisms of anticipated power distribution and media-
tion as overlooked concerns in member additions to collaborations, especially
when there is conflict.
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A large body of research examining interorganizational collaborations has
focused on the formation of ties (e.g., Gulati, 1995a; Ahuja, 2000; Sorenson
and Stuart, 2008; Shipilov, Li, and Greve, 2011) or their termination (e.g.,
Polidoro, Ahuja, and Mitchell, 2011; Heidl, Steensma, and Phelps, 2014). For
the most part, however, this literature assumes that the composition of colla-
borations remains stable between inception and dissolution. In reality, many
collaborations grow or contract over time, as new members join (Lavie,
Lechner, and Singh, 2007) and some withdraw. While recent research has
begun to examine how members withdraw from ongoing collaborations
(Rowley et al., 2005; Greve et al., 2010; Greve, Mitsuhashi, and Baum, 2013;
Zhelyazkov and Gulati, 2016), we know little about how collaborations grow by
adding members.

It is important to understand the patterns of new member additions to exist-
ing collaborations because the structure and composition of collaborations influ-
ence their performance (e.g., Granovetter, 1985; Uzzi, 1996; Gulati and Gargiuo
1999; Ter Wal et al 2016). While one might expect the growth of interorganiza-
tional collaborations to lead to higher performance due to increased resource
access, this expectation might not materialize if partners are selected for rea-
sons other than the joint objectives of a collaboration. For instance, it is well
understood that the tendency of embedded partners to engage in repeated col-
laborations may eventually hurt their performance by decreasing their access
to external opportunities (e.g., Uzzi 1996; Ahuja 2000). Similarly, the addition of
new partners to existing collaborations may pose challenges to collaboration
outcomes that have not yet been fully explored. Explaining the patterns of
growth of interorganizational collaborations could aid our understanding of how
collaborations and their outcomes evolve over time.

Growth of interorganizational collaborations may be distinct from partnership
formation because new member additions are subject to concerns that are not
prominent at initial formation. For instance, once a collaboration is formed,
members form a social unit. The interactions and group dynamics among the
incumbent members may influence subsequent partner selection decisions.
This requires considering the group dynamics that ensue in the collaboration, a
concern that is much more salient in growth than at inception. In contrast, the
current literature is overwhelmingly focused on dyadic tie formation and
explores how two organizations evaluate one another as partners. This study
focuses on how potential newcomers to an already formed collaboration are
evaluated and selected by the incumbent partners.

Studies of partnership formation have singled out embeddedness as an
important mechanism of partnership formation, along with other mechanisms
such as homophily and spatial proximity (Podolny, 1994; Gulati and Gargiulo,
1999; Chung, Singh, and Lee, 2000; Sorenson and Stuart, 2001; Powell et al.,
2005). Here we distinguish between two kinds of embeddedness that a pro-
spective newcomer may have with incumbent members of a collaboration and
that may influence the newcomer’s selection into the group: depth of embedd-
edness, meaning the strength of a prospective newcomer’s past relationships
with any incumbent member of the collaboration, and breadth of
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embeddedness, or the proportion of incumbent members with which the new-
comer has had prior ties. While depth of embeddedness indicates the level of
alignment between the prospective newcomer and a single incumbent mem-
ber, breadth denotes the prospective newcomer’s familiarity with a dispersed
set of incumbent members in a collaboration. To our knowledge, this is a novel
approach to disentangle a focal organization’s embeddedness with a multi-
member social unit, and it recognizes that a focal organization may be tied to
different parts of a social unit in distinct yet interacting ways.

In general, both depth and breadth of embeddedness support the continua-
tion of dyadic relationships and increase the likelihood of a new member joining
a collaboration, but they potentially lead to very different outcomes when con-
sidered in the context of group dynamics. For instance, recent research has
explored the possibility of power struggles as well as subgroup and coalition
formation in interorganizational collaborations with multiple members (Ma,
Rhee, and Yang, 2013; Davis, 2016), especially due to variations in tie strength
among members, labeled network faultlines (Heidl, Steensma, and Phelps,
2014). The group dynamics emanating from network faultlines may lead mem-
bers of a collaboration to respond differently to the depth and breadth of
embeddedness of a prospective newcomer. Depth of embeddedness may be
seen as a source of power imbalance and raise concerns about the alignment
of the prospective newcomer, while breadth may be a potential source of med-
iation that increases the acceptance of the newcomer. As a result, unlike in
partner selection in dyadic collaborations, embeddedness may have an adverse
effect on new member additions under certain conditions. Building on the the-
ories on embeddedness (Gulati, 1995a; Uzzi, 1996; Li and Rowley, 2002;
Sorenson and Waguespack, 2006), social exchange (Emerson, 1962; Cook and
Gillmore, 1984; Lawler, 2001), and group decision making (e.g., Lau and
Murnighan, 1998, 2005), we consider the conditions under which embedded-
ness may be perceived through the lens of power or mediation.

The setting for our investigation is venture capital (VC) syndicates. To better
assess how collaboration dynamics influence the selection of new partners,
we first present qualitative evidence about the workings of VC syndicates and
new member additions in subsequent (follow-on) rounds. Our large-sample
empirical examination follows theory development and focuses on the addition
of new members to VC syndicates in follow-on rounds of financing between
1985 and 2008.

GROWTH OF INTERORGANIZATIONAL COLLABORATIONS AND
INTERNAL CONFLICT

Studies of interorganizational collaborations from a network perspective have
identified several mechanisms for tie formation. Firms tend to choose partners
through past direct or indirect ties (Gulati, 1995b; Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999)
and prefer to partner with prominent firms (Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr,
1996; Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999) and those that are close in proximity or have
similar traits (Podolny, 1994; Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr, 1996; Chung,
Singh, and Lee, 2000). This literature has typically focused on dyadic tie forma-
tion, with the implicit assumption that similar mechanisms are likely to apply
even when a collaboration has multiple members. For this to be true, however,
all members must have complete agreement on preferences. For instance, in
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evaluating new members, firms must uniformly value or trust one another’s
past direct ties. Recent work on interorganizational collaborations has sug-
gested that this may not necessarily be the case (Sytch and Tatarynowicz,
2014). Each member may have individual interests and preferences that do not
fully overlap with those of the others or the overall collaborative effort, and
these may influence value distribution, partner selection, and collaboration dis-
solution (Polidoro, Ahuja, and Mitchell, 2011; Davis, 2016; Zhang, Gupta, and
Hallen, 2017). Considering internal conflict in a collaborative arrangement helps
us understand it as a ‘‘concrete, living unit’’ (Simmel, 1955: 20).

Social exchange theory provides a complementary approach to network-based
studies by explicating the mechanisms underlying interorganizational relation-
ships. Both social exchange and network theories contend that social structure is
formed through social relationships between actors (Cook and Whitmeyer, 1992).
But the two perspectives are distinct in their emphasis on some aspects of inter-
organizational relationships. A fundamental assumption of exchange theory is that
actors are instrumental, and they commit to a relationship as long as they are
rewarded (Lawler, 2001; Molm, 2006), while the network perspective suggests
that tie formation and maintenance may be motivated by non-economic reasons
such as trust, inertia, or norms of social stratification (Granovetter, 1985; Gulati,
1995a; Li and Rowley, 2002; Sytch and Gulati, 2013). More recent research using
exchange theory has also suggested that exchange partners may develop affect-
based ties with one another, even in relationships with instrumental roots (Lawler
and Yoon, 1993; Lawler, 2001). In addition, an important tenet of exchange theory
is that members continually observe power dynamics in a collaboration and
engage in bargaining and coalitions as power-balancing acts (Emerson, 1962),
which have been underplayed in network-based studies until recently.

Research on group dynamics provides an understanding of the process
through which internal conflict may occur in the growth of interorganizational
relationships. Studies of faultlines in groups suggest that members may be split
along dimensions of perceived similarity when faced with a contentious deci-
sion. Faultlines are hypothetical dividing lines that divide a group into subgroups
based on individual attributes (Blau, 1977; Lau and Murnighan, 1998). The
social mechanisms that underlie faultlines are self-categorization, social identifi-
cation, and similarity attraction (Lau and Murnighan, 1998; Thatcher and Patel,
2012). When a group’s faultlines are strong, ingroup–outgroup dynamics may
lead to tension and ineffective communication between subgroups, influence
group decisions, and increase conflict (Sherif et al., 1961; Labianca, Brass, and
Gray, 1998; Lau and Murnighan, 2005; Thatcher and Patel, 2012).

The faultline literature in social psychology has provided experimental evi-
dence on teams of individuals. Since then, several researchers have applied
the concept at the firm level through empirical work (e.g., Li and Hambrick,
2005; Barkema and Shvyrkov, 2007; Thatcher and Patel, 2012). Heidl and col-
leagues (2014) applied the faultline logic to interorganizational relationships and
argued that the dispersion in the strength of relationships in a collaboration
may lead to faultlines based on patterns of past ties. They showed that colla-
borations in which members were strongly tied in subgroups but weakly tied
across them were more likely to experience fractures and dissolve than those
in which all members were strongly or weakly tied. Zhang, Gupta, and Hallen
(2017) similarly found that network faultlines had a negative impact on the for-
mation of multi-firm collaborations.
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A parallel stream of work on group dynamics also suggests that common
ties between some members of a collaboration may become the basis of coali-
tions within multi-member relationships, further highlighting that collaborations
may not always act as monolithic entities. Experimental evidence has demon-
strated that coalitions in organizations can emerge around the strength of past
interactions (Kapferer, 1969; Thoden van Velzen, 1973; Thurman, 1979;
Doreian, 1982), a finding corroborated by field research (Eisenhardt and
Bourgeois, 1988; Stevenson and Greenberg, 2000). This is also consistent with
the findings that prior contact between group members is related to internal
cohesiveness and shared perceptions of the level of conflict (Nelson, 1989;
Labianca, Brass, and Gray, 1998).

Based on this research, we expect that the addition of new members to
interorganizational collaborations may be subject to internal conflict under cer-
tain conditions, and patterns of past relationships among members may shape
the patterns of alignment among members. We thus challenge the implicit
assumption that adding new members to an interorganizational collaboration is
conceptually identical to dyadic tie formation. In our theory development, we
consider the implications of these observations for the growth of interorganiza-
tional collaborations by investigating whether and how group-level processes
such as conflict and power considerations among members influence the addi-
tion of new members with varying levels of embeddedness.

Empirical Setting: Venture Capital Syndicates

The ideal context for a study of embeddedness and group dynamics in the
growth of interorganizational collaborations must demonstrate several charac-
teristics. To establish that VC syndicates fulfill these criteria, and to understand
the dynamics of VC syndicate behavior, we have compiled field evidence based
on interviews with 29 venture capitalists as well as an extensive study of VC-
related books, blogs, and podcasts describing the VC syndication process. We
present descriptive statistics of our informants in table 1, illustrations of work-
ing assumptions and mechanisms in tables 2 and 3, and details on our

Table 1. Summary Statistics on the Qualitative Study Informants

Number of informants 29

Number of firms 22

Informant’s title

Partner, vice president, or managing director 23

Associate or principal 6

Informants’ mean (S.D.) industry experience in years* 13.2 (7.17)

VC firm HQ location*
East Coast 16

West Coast 6

Firms’ mean (S.D.) number of investments over lifetime* 95.5 (63.7)

Firms’ mean (S.D.) syndicate partners over lifetime* 140 (248)

Firms’ mean (S.D.) age* 15.6 (8.89)

* Interviews took place in four waves between 2016 and 2018. Information on backgrounds of participants and

their firms was compiled from Crunchbase, VentureXpert, and LinkedIn as of December 2018. Details on the

qualitative study methodology are available in Online Appendix A.
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qualitative design in Online Appendix A (http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/
10.1177/0001839219834011).

The first condition for an appropriate context for this study is that interorgani-
zational collaborations must be common. VC satisfies this condition, as firms

Table 2. Illustrations of Working Assumptions from Qualitative Study

Theme Illustrative quotes

Assumption 1: VCs may experience conflict in collaboration

Conflicting goals ‘‘Ideally the interests of everyone in the syndicate [are] aligned, but sometimes that’s

not the case. You might have situations where a fund is in [a] different stage . . ., you

know. We have a bunch of capital that we need to put to work, so we’re advocating

an inside round, whereas somebody is kind of at the end, they don’t have any more

capital to put in, or else someone else is advocating to sell the company. So certainly

perfect alignment doesn’t happen every time.’’

Group dynamics ‘‘At the board level we have found that the more VCs you have in the room the worse

things go in terms of getting agreement [laughs]. There are a lot of egos; we’d like to

think we are more collaborative than they are, but certainly investors disagree.’’

Politics and coalition building ‘‘You know it’s not so much having a disagreement . . . but [people] take it personally

or go behind your back and try to get the CEO you like fired, that kind of stuff. That’s

not good.’’

Assumption 2: Formal mechanisms and reputation are not sufficient to prevent conflict

Formal mechanisms [What kinds of safeguards protect you from the risk of misalignment?]

‘‘Safeguards [long laugh], yeah, what are some safeguards. . . . [still laughing] Well,

the older I get the more I fall into the camp that most of them in reality aren’t worth

the paper they’re written on.’’

Reputation ‘‘I’ve seen an instance where one VC decided to continue to bridge the company

basically to help them buy time to figure it out, and they are both kind of marquee

VCs, the other VC in the cap table decided, essentially, not to put good money after

bad, and so they kind of backed off. I don’t know if their thought was that this

company just went awry and we don’t want to put any more money in, or if they

were trying to be very opportunistic. So what ultimately happened was the company

ran out of that bridge capital, and the second VC who was not supporting them along

the way came in and let a recap [recapitalization] at a very, very low valuation, very

advantageous terms for them. And so they essentially kind of duped the other VC

who had been bridging the company all along.’’

Assumption 3: Embedded ties influence choice of syndicate partners

Trust and predictability ‘‘If it’s somebody I know, I know how they’re going to work, that they’re a good

trustworthy person, I know how they will behave. It just takes a lot of risk out of it.’’

Friendship and affect ‘‘Basically, it’s a good old boys club, you’ve got friends across the street. You play golf

together, you go to dinner with the wives, you know. And you’ve been on two

boards before that did well. So why bring in somebody you don’t know?’’

Assumption 4: VCs use relational information in partner selection

VCs seek relational data

on newcomers

‘‘We talk to their co-investors, other people they worked with, other companies

they’ve invested in. You can get this info through Pitchbook or any other source.’’

Newcomers seek relational

data on the syndicate

‘‘Part of your diligence is to talk to people that are already invested in the company.

You should be able to get a sense even if the VCs are trying to put on a nice front. . .

. That’s just part of the experience, the part of knowing how things are. . . . You can

miss it, you can also make mistakes, in which case, buyer beware, right?’’
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often syndicate with one another to share risk, information, deals, and
resources (Lerner, 1994; Brander, Amit, and Antweiler, 2002). Syndication pat-
terns in VC and the social structure enacted by syndication have been topics of
frequent study (e.g., Podolny, 2001; Sorenson and Stuart, 2001, 2008; Kogut,
Urso, and Walker, 2007). Moreover, syndicates are relatively similar in purpose

Table 3. Illustrations from the Qualitative Study of the Key Mechanisms

Past collaborative histories may induce faultlines and shape expectations about power

and conflict among collaborative partners

‘‘I think there is a probability because you care more about somebody you’ve already established a relationship with, you

are a little bit willing to be [aligned]. If you think of what it requires to be aligned, [what] we are really talking about is

potentially collaborating together and negotiating some give-and-take together. Those types of acts require certain trust.

So if this is a new party I am co-investing with and I never co-invested with before, and we are negotiating the deal, then

I am likely to be a little more guarded and put more protection in places to protect my firm than saying, ‘Well, I know how

Sarah operates, and I know she is not going to take advantage of me on this particular deal point.’ So I am okay giving a

little bit on the negotiation related to this and creating an alignment.’’

‘‘[Y]ou could have disagreement in some aspects, like over timing, or whether to accept an offer for sale, something like

that. It is less likely to happen if you have a long history with the fund.’’

‘‘You always go to people you know first. Because you like them and know how they behave. When you can’t get them to

bite, you go to people you don’t know well who have big pots of money and it’s just a crap shoot, you just don’t know.’’

Collaborative histories and the resultant expectations about power and conflict shape partnering dynamics

and the choice of new partners

‘‘Because there is already misalignment, you got to be extremely careful who you bring in. Because now you are changing

the balance, it depends on if the syndication has control of the board. If the syndication has control of the board, then you

want to make sure that the newcomer . . . is aligned with you, and not with the person you are misaligned with. It’s going

to become a delicate balance as to whether or not you want to bring somebody in if you suspect there could be a

misalignment.’’

‘‘Before the decision is made to accept a certain investor, you definitely want to understand, you know, are they going to

be on my side or their side. There is no question about that.’’

‘‘Clearly if [you and I are not aligned . . . and] you are going to bring in someone who works closely with you, they are

going to be more aligned with you. I would argue longer about who [to pick] as long as I had a choice between your friend

and a third party.’’

Status acts as a source of power in a syndicate

‘‘[Marquee investors] will typically bring in their friends to do later stage investing.’’

‘‘Votes are equal for the most part. But when [a high-status VC] comes in, we all kind of lean on [them]. . . . if we all

disagree, they have a little more influence.’’

‘‘If you just have a small local VC firm, Excel or Sequoia is in the company and Sequoia thinks that we should sell the

company, you will have to think twice before you stand up and say no. There is no question about that, in respect of our

relationship with the company.’’

Experience helps mediate frictions

‘‘Because you’ve already got contention, you want a very professional, very astute, and very experienced newcomer. . . .

Because if you’ve got experience, you’ve done a fair amount of these. And also you know each other, you know that

you’ve been through this before, you know how you are going to have to deal with it.’’

‘‘There is some skill involved in trying to build collaborative syndicates. And it comes from in-person board meetings. . . .

There are a variety of VC personalities, probably more type A, big ego people than typical professions, so I’ve had to, for

example, talk to each of the different parties in the syndicate, try to get votes on a specific case for multiple months

about a process, and try to structure a deal.’’

‘‘The new experienced partner can bring consensus . . . because of their experience, they can back up their opinions with

examples. They can explain to you based on their history why they make this decision. They are very credible.’’
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and function to other interorganizational collaborations, providing a good canvas
for our study.

Second, the appropriate context must contain collaborations that grow over
time and provide a way to reliably track changes of membership in collabora-
tions. VC firms invest in companies sequentially in financing rounds, and the
composition of syndicates often changes at every round, as new VC firms join
syndicates and some withdraw. Between 1985 and 2008, 58 percent of all
follow-on syndicates had newcomer additions (69% of multi-VC syndicates).
On average, syndicates started with three members and added one newcomer
in each follow-on round, and about two newcomers were added over the life of
a syndicate in follow-on rounds.1 Newcomer additions are more frequent in
expansion and later-stage rounds than in startup/seed, early-stage, buyout/
acquisition, and other stage rounds.

Third, we need a context in which members potentially experience conflict
on joint decisions. Prior research and our own interviews suggest that this ten-
sion is not trivial among VC firms. Venture capitalists have a double role of bal-
ancing the objectives of the ventures they invest in with those of their limited
partners, so ‘‘VCs may find themselves in a fiduciary sandwich’’ (Feld and
Mendelson, 2016: 128). They may be concerned about their own reputations,
their ability to raise the next fund (Garg, 2013; Barrot, 2016; Zhelyazkov and
Gulati, 2016), or the resource needs of other ventures in their portfolios (Ozmel
and Guler, 2015). These diverging objectives may create conflict in a syndicate.
As result of their colliding roles, venture capitalists may act in ‘‘confusing, com-
plicated, and occasionally difficult ways’’ (Feld and Mendelson, 2016: 128). In
our interviews, venture capitalists talked about the possibility of having frac-
tures among investors. A venture capitalist commented that syndicates ‘‘abso-
lutely experience conflict’’ in the following areas:

Everything from recruiting management team members, who should be added to the
team, option pool grants, when to go raise money, who to raise money from, how
much money to raise, when to push for an acquisition, when to push for an IPO,
pretty much everything.

Fourth, in an ideal context for this study, the tension between joint benefits
and self-interest should influence the actions of the parties. If formal mechan-
isms and industry norms are so strong that all self-interested behavior is
severely sanctioned, the consequences of conflict may be minimal. In spite of
the importance of reputation in VC (Lee, Pollock, and Jin, 2011; Pollock et al.,
2015; Zhelyazkov and Gulati, 2016) and the prevalence of complex contracts,
not all VCs approach syndicates with a cooperative attitude. In a striking illustra-
tion of the lack of generalized trust in the industry, Jason Mendelson, the
cofounder of Foundry Group and an active member of the National Venture
Capital Association, stated,

I am not saying all venture firms are bad, but in my opinion at least 50% of them hurt
entrepreneurs and 25% of them don’t do any good. There’s only a quarter of the VC
firms that I’ve worked with that really help the entrepreneurs. And frankly it’s

1 Syndicates may also lose members as some VC firms may withdraw (Zhelyazkov and Gulati,

2016).
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amazing . . . to me, with somewhat transparent information going on the Internet,
that the opacity of reputation still exists. I would say just on the boards that I am on,
a good half of the VCs that we share the board with, I don’t respect them, I don’t
think they are transparent. They’ve got the right buzzwords, they’ve been coached
up to say the right things, but they don’t have the act. (Stebbings, 2017)

Recent studies have reported power considerations and political dynamics in
VC syndicates’ decision making (e.g., Guler, 2007; Ma, Rhee, and Yang, 2013).
Our interviews with venture capitalists corroborate this. One VC partner told us
that decision making in a syndicate can get very political and that firms often
need to acquire support from other syndicate members. Another interviewee
explained that when decisions are likely to be ‘‘contentious or fractionated,’’
venture capitalists may have concerns about legal liability. ‘‘So you try to work
on these things [offline] outside the realm of the board.’’

In short, even in a collaborative industry like VC, the tension between the
divergent goals of venture capitalists, the potential for conflict, and heterogene-
ity among VC firms in their approaches to collaboration make a study of group
dynamics relevant.

Relational Embeddedness and Newcomer Additions

Relational embeddedness refers to the strength of the relationship between
two organizations and represents a ‘‘combination of the amount of time, the
emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services
which characterize the tie’’ (Granovetter, 1973: 1361). Trust generated through
past interactions is perhaps the strongest safeguard against self-interested
behavior in interorganizational collaborations (Blau, 1964; Granovetter, 1985;
Gulati, 1995a). Moreover, repeated interactions allow firms to develop a shared
set of norms (Simmel, 1950; Krackhardt, 1999), a higher level of coordination
through a better understanding of one another’s expectations and shared rou-
tines (Uzzi, 1996; Li and Rowley, 2002), and a more fine-grained information
exchange (Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999). Finally, embeddedness creates positive
emotions among participants (Homans, 1951; Granovetter, 1973; Lawler and
Yoon, 1993), especially when past relationships have resulted in satisfactory
outcomes (Labianca, Brass, and Gray, 1998; Lawler, 2001; Zhelyazkov and
Gulati, 2016).

The VC industry is one characterized by embedded ties, as venture capital-
ists often prefer to work with past partners (Sorenson and Stuart, 2001;
Hochberg, Ljungqvist, and Lu, 2007; Kogut, Urso, and Walker, 2007;
Meuleman et al., 2010; Gompers, Mukharlyamov, and Xuan, 2016). A recent
large-scale survey of VC investors reported that ‘‘past shared success’’ is one
of the most important criteria in choosing a syndicate partner (Gompers et al.,
2016). Our interviewees also pointed out the benefits of embeddedness, such
as trust and a richer exchange of information.

Given the strong theoretical and empirical backing for the importance of rela-
tional embeddedness in tie formation, we expect new member additions to
interorganizational collaborations to also follow a logic of embeddedness. But
the embeddedness of a prospective newcomer with a multi-member inter-
organizational collaboration could occur in various patterns. We note two
distinct patterns of relational embeddedness that might ensue between
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members of a collaboration and a prospective newcomer. First, the newcomer
may have embedded ties to the collaboration through strong ties with any one
member. We label this the depth of embeddedness between the newcomer
and the collaboration. Second, the newcomer may have a number of
embedded ties with the collaboration because it has had prior ties with more
than one member of the collaboration. We label this the breadth of embedded-
ness. These two patterns may appear similar on the surface but represent dif-
ferent social dynamics. While breadth represents a more dispersed pattern of
embeddedness through familiarity with multiple members, depth represents a
stronger relationship through repeated dyadic ties with a single member.

Because the literature does not distinguish between these different pat-
terns, we start with the baseline expectation that, all else being equal, they will
both facilitate the addition of a prospective newcomer to a collaboration. Our
fieldwork in the VC industry corroborates a preference for partners with either
type of embeddedness, both by the incumbents and prospective newcomers.
An informant illustrated the advantages of depth as follows: ‘‘[If] I’ve done
deals with a guy that’s coming into the next round, it would certainly make it
easier. Because I can say, look, here is the guy who has done three deals with
us, here is why I recommended them for you.’’ Similarly, informants touched
on the benefits of breadth in a syndicate. For example, a newcomer who
knows the majority of the syndicate members ‘‘is perceived better relative to
somebody they don’t know. You will see there is a kind of indirect advantage
that can be given too. A lot of times, you may get an early introduction to the
company from that syndicate.’’ Based on prior work on embeddedness and the
illustrations in our context, we expect,

Hypothesis 1a (H1a): The greater the depth of embeddedness between a prospec-
tive newcomer and the incumbent members of an interorganizational collabora-
tion, the more likely that the prospective newcomer will participate in the
collaboration.

Hypothesis 1b (H1b): The greater the breadth of embeddedness between a prospec-
tive newcomer and the incumbent members of an interorganizational collabora-
tion, the more likely that the prospective newcomer will participate in the
collaboration.

Network Faultlines in Interorganizational Collaborations

While the association between relational embeddedness and newcomer partici-
pation is often straightforward, group dynamics that form in the collaboration
may complicate this relationship. When multiple organizations are part of the
same collaborative structure, patterns of prior relationships among them could
provide clues to the group dynamics in the collaboration. As noted earlier, colla-
borations may get fractured along past collaborative histories (Kapferer, 1969;
Thoden van Velzen, 1973; Thurman, 1979; Doreian, 1982; Heidl, Steensma,
and Phelps, 2014).

The relationship between patterns of past collaboration and group dynamics
was manifest in the field interviews. Many informants suggested that they
expect greater alignment with those they have worked with in the past and
have concerns about misalignment with those they have not: ‘‘Do I like to work
with the same people again and again? Yeah, because we self-select into a
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group. I would expect that means we have less conflicts. On average the peo-
ple I have done business with before, I want to keep doing business with
[them], because there will be way less conflict.’’ It is conceivable that fractures
may occur between subgroups of syndicate members that are strongly
embedded in their subgroups but weakly embedded across the syndicate. An
example shared by an informant clearly illustrates how alignment could occur
along patterns of past ties:

One of the companies . . . was doing really well, growing on target all the time. But
two of the VCs on the board become friends even before the investment and they
decide to start their own fund together. . . . So they ask the company to sell so that
they can show that one on their track record. So I don’t think they were aligned any-
more with what was the best for the company.

VC syndicates provide an interesting demonstration of how collaborations
with network faultlines emerge and continue to exist, despite adverse
dynamics. Even though venture capitalists have a strong preference for
embedded co-investment partners, they may find themselves in syndicates
with a mix of embedded and non-embedded ties for a variety of reasons. For
instance, they may at times be compelled to collaborate with partners without
a shared history if new partners can provide complementary resources, such
as access to distant investment opportunities, capital, or industry-specific
expertise (Mitchell and Singh, 1996; Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999; Ahuja, 2000;
Sorenson and Stuart, 2001; Polidoro, Ahuja, and Mitchell, 2011). In some
cases, VCs may need to reach out to new partners if their preferred partners
are not available as co-investors because, for instance, they have already
invested in a competing deal (Pahnke et al., 2015). Moreover, partner selection
decisions are made collectively, with the input of all VC investors and the entre-
preneur (Wright and Lockett, 2003), and syndicate members may have to
accept partners that other members bring in.2 For instance, ‘‘More often than
not, say we’re investing $15 million. Lead investor comes in and says, ‘I’ll do
five. And we’ll find another five through friends of mine. But I want the insiders
to do five. Cause I’m not investing if you’re not investing.’’’ In such cases, sub-
groups based on prior relationships could develop in the syndicate. Venture
capitalists may not see eye to eye with all members of such a syndicate,
experiencing the kinds of tensions documented above. One of our interview-
ees commented about undesirable syndicate partners, ‘‘Sometimes you have
to hold your nose and swallow hard and move on. ‘Cause it’s about that ulti-
mate outcome.’’

Network Faultlines and New Member Additions

New member additions are consequential decisions that may influence both
the overall benefits to a collaboration and the distribution of those benefits to
each member. We therefore expect fractures among subgroups to influence
new member additions to the extent that a given newcomer has the perceived

2 Because our theoretical framework is on the relationships among members of interorganizational

collaborations, we chose not to focus on the entrepreneur. In the empirical study, the matched

sample design allows us to keep the venture and entrepreneur constant and examine new partner

additions as a function of VC characteristics.
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potential to align with one or more of the subgroups in the collaboration. When
group members are fractured along network faultlines, they are likely to evalu-
ate a prospective newcomer from the perspective of how the distribution of
power will change in the collaboration. In general, power imbalances tend to
hurt weaker actors (Emerson, 1962; Blau, 1964; Casciaro and Piskorski, 2005),
so actors move to limit or balance the power of their exchange partners
(Emerson, 1962). Because the addition of a member to one of the subgroups
has the potential to increase that subgroup’s power to influence overall group
outcomes in its favor (Lau and Murnighan, 1998; O’Leary and Mortensen,
2010), a newcomer that aligns with one subgroup could face skepticism from
other subgroups due to concerns about the future distribution of power
(Mizruchi and Stearns, 2001).

Our field work participants frequently stated that when there is misalign-
ment in a syndicate, venture capitalists consider with whom a prospective
newcomer will likely align upon joining. It was evident that past collaborative
histories and the resultant expectations about power distribution shaped the
choice of new partners, especially when there was conflict in the syndicate.
For instance, an informant explained that if a co-investor with whom they had
conflict tried to introduce a new investor to the syndicate, ‘‘I would push back
against that.’’ Another commented:

If you’re raising another round of financing, and you don’t see eye to eye with one of
the syndicate members, you would certainly be very careful. You’d want to make
sure you’re more closely aligned with the new syndicate partner to the extent that’s
possible. Obviously, the counterparty is going to try to make sure the new partner is
most aligned with them.

In other words, group dynamics may influence the choice of new partners due
to concerns about the future distribution of power. To the extent that such
dynamics follow patterns of past relationships, it may differentially affect the
choice of newcomers with different patterns of embeddedness with the colla-
boration. We hereby expect that when network faultlines are present, depth
and breadth may have different influences on a newcomer’s likelihood to join.

Depth of embeddedness. Prospective newcomers with deep embedded-
ness with the collaboration may be adversely affected by the power struggle
due to subgroup conflict. The logic of embeddedness suggests that a prospec-
tive newcomer that is deeply embedded with one member of a collaboration is
more likely to align with that member or its subgroup upon joining. The new-
comer is more likely to share information, collaborate, and generally agree more
with that member and its subgroup. Therefore if the collaboration contains
faultlines, the depth of a newcomer’s embeddedness with a member may
cause concerns among other members regarding the distribution of power and
the alignment in perspectives. Our informants in the VC industry illustrated this
as follows:

What you don’t want to have is have the minority investors get a majority vote of the
class for their friends. Then they can force anything they want to. . . . even against
the board. They could form an action for the company that’s in their best interest and
not the company’s best interest if they have majority vote.
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They’ll bring their buddy in, control the class, and then they’ll ignore what your input
is. If you have a change of control decision . . . then the last class in gets majority
vote.

These concerns may mitigate or even offset the positive impact of depth of
embeddedness in introducing a newcomer to the collaboration. Such new-
comers are then less likely to gather support in a collaboration with stronger
network faultlines than in one with weaker network faultlines. Moreover, these
newcomers may be less willing to join the collaboration, because they may also
understand the adverse implications of subgroup dynamics. We therefore
predict,

Hypothesis 2 (H2): As the strength of the network faultlines among the members of
a collaboration increases, the positive relationship between the depth of a pro-
spective newcomer’s embeddedness with the members of the collaboration and
the likelihood of the newcomer’s participation will weaken.

Breadth of embeddedness. Conversely, a prospective newcomer with
broad embeddedness is more likely to be accepted by the members of a colla-
boration with network faultlines because more members have positive disposi-
tions toward this newcomer. They may perceive the newcomer to be less
likely to bias the distribution of rewards against them as a result of shared past
experiences. They may trust the newcomer more and have improved commu-
nication. In fact, a newcomer with ties to members across faultlines may help
alleviate conflict on future issues, as common ties could help mediate between
subgroups and play a unifying role (Simmel, 1950; Wall and Lynn, 1993;
Krackhardt, 1999; Phillips and Cooney, 2005). In a study of two emergent net-
works, Human and Provan (2000) showed how mediating actors may increase
the level of collaboration in partnerships with multiple members, especially
when the networks are fragmented along prior ties. As a result, members may
view the admission of a newcomer with broad embeddedness as a way to
strengthen the collaboration and agree more easily on the newcomer. The
breadth of a newcomer’s embeddedness may also increase its willingness to
join, since it is likely to enjoy stronger support from multiple subgroups.

In the VC industry, our respondents concurred that newcomer investors
may fill a mediation role: ‘‘sometimes you look for a neutral [newcomer], you
know, both parties acknowledge that there are differences, and you choose
someone more neutral.’’ They also illustrated the impact of breadth as follows:

If you’ve got that preexisting relationship, you’ve got a stronger ability to mediate . . .
parties [in conflict], or you can have that kind of conversation . . . and say, ‘‘Hey are
you okay with this? [It] looks like you guys are misaligned here, and what do you
think about this?’’ Maybe there is more background to the story. Without that rela-
tionship, you may never get that background. Maybe that makes you comfortable as
a newcomer coming in, and you get them comfortable as well.

If the existing syndicate is two firms, firm A and firm B. And [you] have a preexisting
relationship with firm A and firm B, but firm A and firm B are both misaligned. . . .
[B]y having that preexisting relationship with both parties, you can serve as mediator
and bring in value that way, where you are trying to say, okay, firm A feels disadvan-
taged, is there anything that you can do with your investment proposal that
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somewhat brings the alignment back together? Because you have the existing rela-
tionships with both parties, you could serve as that person.

We therefore predict,

Hypothesis 3 (H3): As the strength of the network faultlines among the members of
a collaboration increases, the positive relationship between the breadth of a pro-
spective newcomer’s embeddedness with the members of the collaboration and
the likelihood of the prospective newcomer’s participation will strengthen.

The preceding discussion assumes that the members of an interorganiza-
tional collaboration understand which subgroup a newcomer is likely to join
based on the patterns of relationships between members and prospective
newcomers. It is important to note that this does not require the members to
carry out sophisticated calculations about the current or future distribution of
ties or the level of future conflict. It merely requires knowledge of the prior
experiences of a newcomer with each member of the collaboration. In contexts
in which interorganizational collaborations are common and past collaborations
are public knowledge and serve as a basis for reputations, this assumption is
easily met. When we asked our informants whether they knew about each oth-
er’s past ties, they invariably said they did. As one put it, ‘‘that’s homework.’’

Organizational Attributes as Moderating Mechanisms

The prior discussion suggested power dynamics and potential for mediation of
conflict as the main mechanisms influencing newcomers’ participation in the
presence of network faultlines. To further explore the plausibility of these
mechanisms, we identified newcomer attributes that are likely to exacerbate a
newcomer’s power and potential for mediation. We argue that, in the case of
depth, the status of a newcomer’s strongest tie in the collaboration is likely to
influence power dynamics, and in the case of breadth, the prior experience of
the newcomer is likely to influence its ability to mediate.

Depth of embeddedness. We argued earlier that a prospective newcomer
with deep embeddedness would be less likely to join a collaboration with
strong network faultlines because the members are more likely to disagree on
this newcomer. Under these conditions, however, the likelihood of joining for
this prospective newcomer may also depend on the attributes of the member
to which it is strongly tied—in particular, the power of that member in the colla-
boration. We expect that the negative impact of a newcomer’s depth of
embeddedness may be mitigated if the newcomer is strongly tied to a power-
ful player in the fractured collaboration because the powerful member may
have a greater voice in newcomer selection.

We focus on status as a source of power in a collaboration. Status position
is a well-understood source of power in groups (Skvoretz and Willer, 1993;
Gould, 2002), as high-status firms control more resources and have more lever-
age than other firms (Emerson, 1962; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). When the
collaboration faces conflict in terms of choosing a newcomer, a high-status
member may exert power to influence the group’s decision (Emerson, 1962;
Gulati and Sytch, 2007; Anderson and Kilduff, 2009; Beckman et al., 2014). It
follows that a prospective newcomer endorsed by a high-status member is
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more likely to join than one endorsed by a low-status member, especially when
there is conflict. As faultlines reduce the power of opposing members to coa-
lesce against a powerful member (Cook and Gillmore, 1984; Cook, Cheshire,
and Gerbasi, 2006), opposing members are more likely to defer to the high-
status member and accept a newcomer that is deeply embedded with the
high-status member, even though it may not be in their own best interests
(Podolny and Phillips, 1996; Gould, 2002). At the same time, a prospective
newcomer who enters the collaboration with strong ties to a powerful member
may anticipate extracting more benefits from the collaboration. When this
effect is strong enough to offset the downsides of joining a fractured collabora-
tion, the newcomer may be more motivated to join.

This pattern was also corroborated in our context. Venture capitalists with
high status are desirable partners because they can offer their ventures access
to resources and confer status to their co-investment partners (Hochberg,
Ljunqvist, and Lu, 2007; Lee, Pollock, and Jin, 2011). This increases their power
to influence decisions such as the choice of new members in a syndicate. As
Ma and colleagues (2013: 714) reported from an interview with a venture capi-
talist, ‘‘[I]f you are Kleiner Perkins you speak, we listen. Period.’’3 Similarly, our
respondents corroborated the importance of status. An informant explained,

[I]f other VCs that are part of the syndication are also part of the other syndication
with Kleiner Perkins . . . they could pull rank. It is not clean cut. It is sort of like, there
is always a bigger picture, there is always a behind-the-scene issue. It is not just
what’s in front of you. So the decision isn’t made by just what’s in front of you, the
decision is made on a broader scale of other investments you are in with that member
of syndication. You might be persuaded because you are in three other investments
with them—you don’t want to create an issue that cools those other investments.

Conversely, when a prospective newcomer is deeply embedded with a low-
status member of the collaboration, opposing members of the collaboration
may exert more resistance against the newcomer to limit an increase in the
power of the low-status member. Under those conditions, the newcomer in
question may also be less motivated to join, because the rewards from joining
are more limited. As a result, we expect the status of the prospective new-
comer’s strongest tie to mitigate the negative effect of depth in the presence
of strong faultlines.

Hypothesis 4 (H4): Depth of embeddedness will have a greater positive effect on a
newcomer’s likelihood of participating in a collaboration with strong network fault-
lines when the newcomer’s strongest tie is with a higher-status member in the
collaboration.

Breadth of embeddedness. We argued that a prospective newcomer
would be more likely to join a collaboration with network faultlines when it has
broader embeddedness, because breadth may help it mediate across sub-
groups in the collaboration. But not all newcomers are equal in their ability to
mediate through broader connections (Kwon and Adler, 2014). While breadth

3 Kleiner Perkins is one of the largest, oldest, and highest status venture capital firms in the Silicon

Valley, having invested in ventures such as Amazon.com, Google, Netscape, Genentech, and

Twitter.
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provides the requisite communication and trust to mediate among opposing
subgroups, the prospective newcomer’s experience improves the capabilities
to do so. In general, experience helps firms conduct effective negotiations,
understand and reconcile potentially conflicting goals, and find compromise
solutions (Thompson, 1990a, 1990b; Wall and Lynn, 1993; Nadler, Thompson,
and Boven, 2003). As a result, we expect a prospective newcomer’s experi-
ence and breadth to play complementary roles in mediation. Equipped with a
better ability and structural position to navigate conflict in a collaboration with
faultlines, a prospective newcomer with greater experience and broad embedd-
edness may be a more preferable partner.

A comment from Andy Weissman, a partner at the prominent VC firm Union
Square Ventures, illustrates this in our context: ‘‘I think that managing conflicts
amongst board members . . . is the thing that takes more experience. . . . I
think you just have to go through it enough times to be good at it’’ (Stebbings,
2017). Our respondents also acknowledged experience as a key factor in man-
aging political dynamics in syndicates. One stated:

Group dynamics are relatively the norm. I think VCs being put in those positions more
frequently have a learned way of dealing with group dynamics and probably get shar-
per over time in terms [of] how they have to manage that, particularly to their own
preferred outcome. . . . When you’re put in situations where people have different
opinions or it’s a very difficult situation where there’s few good outcomes, the peo-
ple who have seen it and have worked through those things have a little bit of, I’m
going to use the expression muscle memory.

Conversely, a prospective newcomer with a low level of experience may be
limited in its ability to mediate in the presence of subgroups, even when it has
breadth. A low level of experience may also limit the prospective newcomer’s
motivation to join a fractured collaboration for the same reason. In other words,
experience may enhance the impact of a prospective newcomer’s breadth of
embeddedness on its ability and motivation to tackle conflict and, in turn, its
likelihood of participation in a collaboration with network faultlines:

Hypothesis 5 (H5): Breadth of embeddedness will have a greater positive effect on a
newcomer’s likelihood of participating in a collaboration with strong network fault-
lines when the newcomer is more experienced.

DATA AND METHODS

In a large-sample study using VC investment data between 1985 and 2008
from the VentureXpert database, we examined the likelihood that a newcomer
VC firm would participate in a follow-on syndicate.4 Given the overreporting of
financial rounds (Gompers and Lerner, 2004), we combined two rounds into
one if the two consecutive rounds were less than 90 days apart (Guler, 2007).
Follow-on syndicates are those after the first round, when the initial syndicate
was formed. We defined a newcomer VC firm as one investing in a focal ven-
ture for the first time in a given follow-on round. Incumbent syndicate

4 We focus on VC firms rather than VC funds for two reasons: (1) VC firms are the managers of VC

funds; (2) VC firms may partner with each other across multiple funds, and often the same group of

individuals manages different funds for the same VC.
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members are the investors that had already invested in the venture and contin-
ued their investments in either the focal round or future rounds. A VC firm that
invested in the previous round(s) but did not invest in the focal round or later
was not counted as a syndicate member.5

We constructed a sample of VC syndicates using the following procedures.
First, we excluded individual investors and focused on VC firms only. Second,
we focused only on follow-on syndicates in which at least one newcomer VC
firm joined the syndicate. Third, we excluded rounds with fewer than three
incumbent members from previous round(s) due to our interest in group-level
dynamics. Fourth, because international VC investment behaviors may be dif-
ferent, we focused on U.S.-based ventures with U.S.-based VC investors only.
Fifth, we excluded follow-on syndicates with any undisclosed VC firms in their
previous rounds because we would not have a complete picture of all syndicate
members and their ties.

After identifying the subsequent rounds with newcomer firms, we created a
matched sample of unrealized syndicate–newcomer VC pairings using coar-
sened exact matching (CEM). Following previous research adopting CEM (e.g.,
Rogan and Sorenson, 2014), we matched each actual newcomer with up to five
hypothetical ones that are of the same investor type; invested in the same indus-
try, state, year, and quarter; and are in the same bucket of geographic distance
and industry distance from the focal venture as the actual newcomer.6 These
counterfactuals could have joined the focal syndicates but did not.

Using these procedures, we included 1,126 rounds in our analysis and identi-
fied 1,936 newcomer VC firms for 899 ventures.7 Since some cases have fewer
than five eligible counterfactuals, our final sample has 8,759 observations.8

Following previous research (e.g., Greve, 2000; Sorenson and Stuart, 2008;
Rogan and Sorenson, 2014) based on matched sampling, we tested our hypoth-
eses using a conditional logit model (McFadden, 1973). By grouping on focal ven-
tures and incumbent syndicate members, the conditional logit model controls for
the attributes of ventures and syndicates and enables a direct comparison among
newcomer alternatives in a choice set. Together, the CEM sampling approach
and conditional logit used in this paper enable us to examine why a particular
newcomer firm, rather than the corresponding counterfactuals, joins a round with
a particular group of incumbent members for a particular venture. We tested our
hypotheses using two-way or three-way interactions of depth or breadth of
embeddedness, network faultlines, and newcomer attributes. For ease of inter-
pretation, we mean-centered the variables before generating the interaction
terms.

5 The underlying assumption is that VC firms that stopped investing before a focal round were not

active in the decisions about who would join the syndicate. Robustness tests of this assumption

are reported in Online Appendix B.
6 Hypothetical newcomers were matched without replacement in the same round with multiple

newcomers. The main results presented are based on matching according to four investor types—

independent VC, corporate VC, bank-affiliated VC, and other type—and four buckets of geographic

distance and industry distance. We also conducted coarser and finer-grained matching and found

robust results (see Online Appendix B for more details).
7 Based on our interviews, we considered all syndicate members as defined above, rather than just

the lead VC, as decision makers. Robustness tests for the role of lead VCs are reported in Online

Appendix B.
8 We find consistent results with all available counterfactuals based on CEM, as reported in the

robustness tests.
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Measures

Dependent variable. VC firm participation is a dummy variable indicating
whether a focal VC firm participates in a syndicate in a given round. A focal VC
firm refers to a prospective newcomer VC firm at risk of joining a syndicate.

Independent variables. Depth of embeddedness captures the maximum
tie strength between a prospective newcomer VC and incumbent syndicate
members. We first calculated the dyadic tie strength between the prospective
newcomer and each syndicate member based on past co-investments.
Combining prior literature studying co-investment tie strength (Sorenson and
Stuart, 2001, 2008; Hallen, 2008) and recent research that has emphasized the
importance of the outcomes of prior relationships (Zhelyazkov and Gulati, 2016;
Zhelyazkov, 2018), we focused on ‘‘good-quality’’ ties, calculated as the num-
ber of co-investments between two firms in the same round for the same com-
pany in the past five years, excluding those in which either VC one-sidedly
withdrew from the syndicate.9 Withdrawal of a VC from a syndicate is often
damaging to the other participating VCs and is normatively sanctioned in the
VC industry (Guler, 2007; Zhelyazkov and Gulati, 2016). Following Zhelyazkov
and Gulati (2016), we defined withdrawal as permanent disappearance of a VC
firm from a syndicate. Thus skipping one round, complete change in syndicate
composition, or non-participation in syndicates following a successful exit event
were not considered withdrawals. After calculating the number of good-quality
ties between a prospective newcomer VC and each member of the syndicate,
we took the maximum of these dyadic tie strength values to arrive at the depth
of embeddedness for the prospective newcomer VC and syndicate.

Breadth of embeddedness captures the extent to which a prospective newcomer
is familiar with incumbent syndicate members. We calculated this as the number of
syndicate members with whom the focal newcomer has had at least one good-
quality co-investment tie in the past five years, divided by the total number of syndi-
cate members. To avoid double-counting ties, we excluded the prospective new-
comer’s strongest tie that was used to measure depth of embeddedness from both
the numerator and the denominator. Breadth of embeddedness ranges from zero
(a prospective newcomer VC has no prior ties with any of the syndicate members)
to one (a prospective newcomer VC has worked with all of the syndicate members
in the past five years). This density measure is correlated with the newcomer aver-
age tie strength of relevant ties (r = .71), which is the average strength of a newco-
mer’s ties with syndicate members excluding its strongest tie. To identify the unique
effect of breadth of embeddedness, we orthogonalized breadth against the newco-
mer average tie strength of relevant ties using the Gram–Schmidt procedure and
included the latter as a control variable.10 The results stay robust with or without con-
trolling for the newcomer’s average tie strength excluding the strongest tie.

9 For syndicates formed in 1985, we used data from years 1980–1984 to construct tie-based

variables.
10 Previous research has used orthogonalization to handle variables with high multicollinearity con-

cerns such that the generated variables represent the variance that cannot be explained by the

highly correlated factors (Pollock and Rindova, 2003; Sine, David, and Mitsuhashi, 2007; Hiatt, Sine,

and Tolbert, 2009; Galunic, Ertug, and Gargiulo, 2012; Zhang, Gupta, and Hallen, 2017). We com-

puted orthogonalized variables using the Stata command orthog. Alternative orthogonalization

schemes and removing orthogonalization yielded similar results, as reported in the robustness tests

below.
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Prior researchers have adopted measures of within-group dispersion of tie
strength in their estimation of subgroup strength and risk of coalitions (Heidl,
Steensma, and Phelps, 2014; Zhang, Gupta, and Hallen, 2017). Following these
studies, we measured network faultlines as the standard deviation of the tie
strength between each dyad of members within the syndicate, using good-
quality ties for the past five years. We also orthogonalized network faultlines
relative to average tie strength of incumbent members. Because the network
faultlines variable is invariant in syndicates at each round, its main effect
dropped out of the regressions. We tested our hypotheses using the interac-
tions of network faultlines with other independent variables.11

To measure the status of the strongest tie in the syndicate, we first mea-
sured the status of each incumbent member with Bonacich’s (1987) eigen-
vector centrality in the co-investment network of all VC firms:
ci a,bð Þ= Pn

j= 1 (a+ bcj)Rij, where ci is the centrality score of firm i, Rij mea-
sures the relationship between firm i and j, a scales the measure, and b is set
as equal to three-quarters of the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue (Podolny,
1993; Sorenson and Stuart, 2001). We then identified a prospective new-
comer’s strongest tie with the syndicate as the member with the highest num-
ber of good-quality ties to the prospective newcomer and used its centrality.
When two or more VC firms were equally identified as strongest ties, we used
the one with the highest centrality. When the maximum tie strength of a new-
comer with syndicate members is zero, we assigned the status of the stron-
gest tie in the syndicate to be zero. We added the three-way interaction among
this variable, network faultlines, and depth of embeddedness to test H4.

We measured newcomer experience as the total number of companies it
invested in prior to the focal investment year (Lerner, 1994).12 We used the
three-way interaction among this variable, network faultlines, and breadth of
embeddedness to test H5.

Control variables. Because conditional logit regression on a matched sam-
ple design effectively incorporates fixed effects at the syndicate level, the char-
acteristics of the syndicate, round, or venture do not vary across actual or
hypothetical cases. We therefore controlled only for the characteristics of the
syndicate–newcomer or venture–newcomer pairings that could influence the
likelihood of participation. We controlled for the newcomer VC type dissimilarity,
as resource complementarity may drive interorganizational partnership formation
(Gulati, 1999), and task and information heterogeneity may increase group per-
formance (e.g., Bezrukova et al., 2009). Using the 14 investor types designated
in VentureXpert, newcomer VC type dissimilarity was calculated as the propor-
tion of syndicate members that are of different types from the prospective new-
comer VC. We also controlled for newcomer geographic distance to syndicate
members, because VC firms prefer proximate partners (Sorenson and Stuart,

11 Exclusion of the main effect of network faultlines will not affect the interpretation of results, as

our focus is on the conditional effects of newcomer depth and breadth of embeddedness

(Sorenson and Stuart, 2008; Zhang, Gupta, and Hallen, 2017).
12 In a robustness test, we used total number of deals (rounds of investments) until the focal year

of investment to measure newcomer experience and obtained consistent results.
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2001). We extracted the latitudes and longitudes of each VC office from the zip
codes of VC firm offices and calculated the average of the distances between a
prospective newcomer VC and each syndicate member using spherical geome-
try. We similarly calculated newcomer geographic distance to venture (Sorenson
and Stuart, 2001). Following Sorenson and Stuart (2008), we also controlled for
the newcomer industry distance to syndicate members. We first computed the
industry specialization of each VC firm across 10 industry segments provided in
VentureXpert as the percentage of the firm’s investment volume in each indus-
try segment in the prior five years. We then calculated the sum of the squared
deviations across these segments between a prospective newcomer VC and
each syndicate member (Sorenson and Stuart, 2008). Thereafter, we took an
average of all industry distances between the prospective newcomer VC and
syndicate members. Similarly, we controlled for the newcomer industry distance
to venture, which is the newcomer’s percentage of investment volume that is
not in the industry of the focal venture (Sorenson and Stuart, 2008). Because
status similarity influences tie formation (Shipilov, Rowley, and Aharonson,
2006), we controlled for the newcomer status similarity with syndicate mem-
bers. We first calculated the ratio of the status of a prospective newcomer VC
firm to that of each syndicate member by dividing the smaller of the centrality
scores by the larger one for each dyad. Then we took the average of all dyads
between the focal newcomer and syndicate members.13 Next, we controlled for
a newcomer VC firm’s indirect ties to syndicate members, because they may
facilitate tie formation (e.g., Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999; Li and Rowley, 2002). An
indirect tie exists when two firms have not collaborated in the past five years
but have each collaborated with a common third party (a geodesic distance of
two). To calculate the newcomer indirect tie density, we counted the number of
syndicate members at a geodesic distance of two to the newcomer VC and
divided this number by the total number of syndicate members. Last, to ensure
we fully consider the effect of tie strength and capture the independent effect
of breadth, we also controlled for the newcomer average tie strength, measured
as the average tie strength between a newcomer and syndicate members
excluding the strongest tie.

RESULTS

We first compare the variables being matched in the realized and hypothetical
subsamples and present the results before and after CEM matching in table 4.
As shown in the table, despite the significant differences between realized and
hypothetical subsamples before matching, our matched hypothetical sample is
comparable to the realized sample.14

Table 5 shows the overall descriptive statistics and the correlation matrix. As
expected, both depth and breadth of embeddedness are positively correlated
with participation in the syndicate. Because our network faultlines variable does

13 We also calculated this measure as (1) the average of the absolute differences between the cen-

trality scores of each syndicate member and a prospective newcomer VC and (2) the absolute dif-

ference between the centrality score of the newcomer VC and the average centrality score of all

syndicate members. The results remain robust.
14 Please note that the categorical variables (year, quarter, industry, state) were matched exactly

even though they do not appear in table 4. It is either meaningless or impossible to calculate their

means.
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Table 4. Comparison of Realized and Hypothetical Subsamples*

Before Matching

Realized/Hypothetical

After Matching

Realized/Hypothetical

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Newcomer VC type dissimilarity .504/.216••• (.408)/(.733) .429/.429 (.395)/(.688)

Newcomer geographic distance to syndicate members 1.152/.603••• (.721)/(1.533) 1.133/1.148 (.719)/(1.261)

Newcomer geographic distance to venture 1.050/.488••• (1.066)/(1.465) 1.011/1.012 (1.077)/(1.580)

Newcomer industry distance to syndicate members .250/.125••• (.231)/(.403) .236/.226 (.223)/(.307)

Newcomer industry distance to venture .719/.379••• (.291)/(.976) .752/.739 (.259)/(.562)

Newcomer status similarity .390/.205••• (.236)/(.536) .413/.403 (.230)/(.372)

Observations 2,523/84,399 1,936/6,823

••• p < .001.

* Appropriate weight applied.

Table 5. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations

Variable Mean S.D. Min. Max. 1 2 3 4 5

1. Firm participation .22 .41 .00 1.00

2. Newcomer VC type dissimilarity .37 .38 .00 1.00 .08•

3. Newcomer geographic distance to

syndicate members

1.11 .72 .00 3.24 .01 .15•

4. Newcomer geographic distance to

venture

.96 1.08 .00 2.71 .02• .17• .62•

5. Newcomer industry distance to

syndicate members

.22 .21 .01 1.61 .03• .07• .03• .02•

6. Newcomer industry distance to

venture

.76 .24 .00 1.00 –.01 –.03• .01 .02• .02

7. Newcomer status similarity .41 .22 .00 .98 –.00 –.11• .01 .02 –.48•

8. Newcomer indirect tie density .57 .32 .00 1.00 –.07• .02 .01 .02 –.08•

9. Newcomer average tie strength .56 1.54 .00 31.75 .02 –.07• –.01 –.01 –.22•

10. Newcomer depth of

embeddedness

3.15 5.89 .00 7.00 .04• –.07• –.00 –.00 –.26•

11. Newcomer breadth of

embeddedness

.00 1.00 –16.70 3.44 .06• –.05• .00 –.00 –.22•

12. Network faultlines .00 1.00 –7.07 8.44 .01 .11• .06• .05• –.01

13. Newcomer strongest tie status 2.36 2.48 .00 1.09 .03• –.02 .05• .03• –.33•

14. Newcomer experience 85.08 119.31 .00 1172.00 –.03• –.02 .03• .05• –.24•

Variable 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

7. Newcomer status similarity .25•

8. Newcomer indirect tie density .16• –.02

9. Newcomer average tie strength .08• .34• –.44•

10. Newcomer depth of embeddedness .11• .35• –.36• .71•

11. Newcomer breadth of embeddedness .07• .33• –.46• .00 .13•

12. Network faultlines .04• –.02 .00 .02 .07• .01

13. Newcomer strongest tie status .13• .38• –.25• .27• .42• .35• .09•

14. Newcomer experience .17• .21• –.15• .29• .33• .23• –.01 .28•

• p < .05
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not vary across actual or hypothetical cases, it is normal that it is not correlated
with firm participation. The newcomer geographic distance to syndicate mem-
bers and to the venture are highly correlated (r = .62), and average tie strength
is highly correlated with depth of embeddedness (r = .71). We tested for multi-
collinearity and found that the condition index is 13.87 and the maximum var-
iance inflation factor (VIF) of all variables including interaction terms is about
4.89 with an average VIF of 2.17. As these statistics are well below the thresh-
olds (30 for condition index and 10 for VIF), we conclude that multicollinearity is
not a concern in our model. We also reran analyses by dropping newcomer
geographic distance to the venture and/or average tie strength. The results of
our hypothesis tests remain unchanged.

The results of the conditional logit models are presented in table 6. Model 1
shows the results with control variables, while model 2 includes the main
effects of independent variables. Next, we added interaction terms one at a
time, with models 5 and 8 including all relevant two- or three-way interactions,
respectively.

We first examine the impact of control variables on VC firms’ participation.
As expected, we find that a newcomer VC firm’s geographic distance from syn-
dicate members reduces its likelihood of joining the syndicate. Having a strong
tie with a higher-status member in a syndicate or higher average tie strength
with syndicate members increases a newcomer’s likelihood of participation.
We also find, however, that a newcomer VC that mostly invested outside of
the industry of the focal venture or one that is less experienced is more likely
to join the syndicate, suggesting that VC firms may extend their networks in
follow-on rounds.

Model 2 includes our independent variables. We proposed in the baseline
hypotheses 1a and 1b that a prospective newcomer would be more likely to
join a collaboration when it had deeper or broader embeddedness. We find sup-
port for both hypotheses.

H2 proposed that when network faultlines among incumbent members are
stronger, a prospective newcomer’s depth of embeddedness would have a
weaker effect on its probability to participate in a follow-on round. Models 3
and 5 in table 6 show a negative and significant interaction between a new-
comer’s depth of embeddedness and network faultlines among syndicate
members. Given that significance levels may be misleading in nonlinear
models, we plotted the marginal effects in figure 1.15 Based on model 5, the
marginal effect of a newcomer’s depth of embeddedness at its mean is 45.88
percent lower when network faultlines among syndicate members are strong
(at one S.D. above the mean) than when they are weak (at one S.D. below the
mean).16 We therefore find support for H2.

H3 proposed that when network faultlines among syndicate members were
stronger, a prospective newcomer’s breadth of embeddedness would have a
greater positive impact on its participation in the syndicate. The interaction
terms in models 4 and 5 are negative and not significant, and the plot of the

15 Because the fixed effects of conditional logit regressions are not estimated, we generated graphs

of interaction terms based on logit regressions, which show consistent results for all hypotheses

despite including the main effect of network faultlines.
16 All interpretations of effect magnitudes are based on setting other variables at their mean level

and assuming the fixed effect to be zero. We computed the effect magnitudes using the Stata

command margins.
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interaction effect corroborates this (available on request). So we do not find
support for H3. This result may indicate opposing mechanisms at work: while
incumbent members may prefer a prospective newcomer with tie breadth,

Table 6. Hypothesis Testing Using Conditional Logit Regressions (N = 8,759)*

DV: Firm participation Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

Newcomer VC type dissimilarity .376 .021 –.188 .011 –.187 –.328 –.082 –.327

(2.440) (2.426) (2.426) (2.426) (2.426) (2.430) (2.424) (2.425)

Newcomer geographic distance

to syndicate members

–.372•• –.380•• –.383•• –.380•• –.383•• –.369•• –.381•• –.371••

(.141) (.141) (.142) (.141) (.142) (.142) (.142) (.142)

Newcomer geographic distance

to venture

.142 .169+ .172+ .169+ .172+ .174+ .175+ .177+

(.095) (.096) (.096) (.096) (.096) (.096) (.096) (.096)

Newcomer industry distance

to syndicate members

–.048 .132 .124 .132 .123 .175 .091 .140

(.184) (.185) (.186) (.185) (.186) (.186) (.187) (.187)

Newcomer industry distance

to venture

1.928••• 1.847••• 1.823••• 1.848••• 1.823••• 1.786••• 1.829••• 1.781•••

(.342) (.343) (.343) (.343) (.343) (.344) (.343) (.344)

Newcomer status similarity .156 –.129 –.147 –.132 –.146 –.162 –.104 –.119

(.170) (.180) (.180) (.180) (.180) (.181) (.181) (.182)

Newcomer indirect tie density –.532••• –.083 –.080 –.082 –.080 –.054 –.075 –.053

(.106) (.140) (.140) (.140) (.140) (.141) (.140) (.142)

Newcomer average tie strength .035 .033 .029 .033 .030 .017 .043 .024

(.022) (.033) (.033) (.033) (.033) (.034) (.034) (.035)

Newcomer strongest tie status .067••• .049•• .049•• .049•• .049•• .026 .055•• .029

(.016) (.017) (.017) (.017) (.017) (.018) (.017) (.018)

Newcomer experience –.001••• –.002••• –.002••• –.002••• –.002••• –.002••• –.002••• –.002•••

(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000)

H1a: Depth of embeddedness .033••• .037••• .033••• .037••• .060••• .036••• .064•••

(.007) (.007) (.007) (.007) (.010) (.007) (.011)

H1b: Breadth of embeddedness .193••• .190••• .194••• .190••• .190••• .172••• .168•••

(.040) (.040) (.040) (.041) (.040) (.042) (.042)

H2: Depth of embeddedness ×
Network faultlines

–.011•• –.011•• –.026••• –.020•

(.004) (.004) (.008) (.008)

H3: Breadth of embeddedness ×
Network faultlines

.008 –.002 –.012 –.022

(.020) (.020) (.021) (.023)

Network faultlines × Strongest

tie status

.008 .020

(.016) (.017)

Depth of embeddedness ×
Strongest tie status

–.012••• –.013•••

(.004) (.004)

H4: Depth of embeddedness ×
Network faultlines × Strongest

tie status

.008•• .007•

(.003) (.003)

Network faultlines × Newcomer

experience

–.001••• –.001•

(.000) (.000)

Breadth of embeddedness ×
Newcomer experience

.001• .001•

(.000) (.000)

H5: Breadth of embeddedness ×
Network faultlines × Newcomer

experience

.001••• .001•••

(.000) (.000)

Chi square 125.412 171.166 180.072 171.325 180.085 196.648 196.026 213.966

Log likelihood –2694.251 –2671.374 –2666.921 –2671.294 –2666.914 –2658.633 –2658.944 –2649.974

Pseudo R square .023 .031 .033 .031 .033 .036 .036 .039

+
p < .10; •p < .05; ••p < .01; •••p < .001; two-tailed tests.

* Standard errors are in parentheses. All results stay robust with or without controlling for newcomer average tie

strength excluding the strongest tie.
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the newcomer may prefer not to join due to its understanding of group
dynamics.

H4 predicted that a prospective newcomer’s strongest tie status would
weaken the negative moderation effect of network faultlines on depth of
embeddedness. The coefficients for the three-way interactions of depth of
embeddedness, network faultlines, and strongest tie status are positive and
significant in models 6 and 8.17 Based on model 8, in the scenario in which the
status of a newcomer’s strongest tie is low (at minimum), the marginal effect
of newcomer depth of embeddedness at its mean is 54.25 percent smaller
when network faultlines are strong than when they are weak.18 The difference
is only 21.04 percent and not significant when the status of the newcomer’s
strongest tie is high (at one S.D. above the mean).19 Accordingly, although a
newcomer’s depth of embeddedness dampens its likelihood of participating in
a syndicate with network faultlines, the reduction in the likelihood of participa-
tion is about 89.59 percent smaller if it is embedded with a member that has
higher status. Consistently, panel A in figure 2 shows that the difference in the
slopes of depth of embeddedness between high and low network-faultline con-
ditions is much smaller for newcomers strongly tied to higher-status members

Figure 1. Two-way interaction plot between depth of newcomer embeddedness and network

faultlines (H2).
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H2: Depth of Embeddedness and Network Faultlines

17 We also tested the three-way hypotheses using split samples based on the mean of network

faultlines and found qualitatively similar results.
18 We report magnitudes at the minimum value when mean minus standard deviation is outside the

observed range of a variable. The magnitudes at mean minus standard deviation are similar.
19 Since we are interested in the marginal effect of the depth and breadth of embeddedness, we

interpret only the slopes of the curves. This is consistent with our use of conditional logit models,

which do not estimate the intercept.
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(righthand-side plot) than for those strongly tied to lower-status members (left-
hand-side plot). We therefore find support for H4.

H5 predicted that a newcomer’s experience would strengthen the positive
moderation effect of network faultlines on breadth of embeddedness. To test
this, we computed the interaction of breadth of embeddedness, network fault-
lines, and newcomer VC experience. In models 7 and 8, we find a positive and
significant coefficient for the three-way interaction. Based on model 8, for a
prospective newcomer with a low level of experience (i.e., at minimum), the
marginal effect of newcomer breadth of embeddedness at its mean is 85.56
percent smaller when network faultlines are strong than when they are weak.
For a prospective newcomer with a high level of experience (i.e., at one S.D.
above the mean), the marginal effect of newcomer breadth at its mean is
105.61 percent greater in the newcomer’s participation in strong-faultline syndi-
cates than in weak-faultline syndicates. A comparison of slopes of the curves
in panel B in figure 2 also suggests that breadth of embeddedness is less help-
ful for newcomers with a low level of experience in joining syndicates with
strong network faultlines (lefthand-side plot), while it has a greater positive
impact on joining such syndicates for newcomers with a high level of experi-
ence (righthand-side plot). We therefore find support for H5. Combined with
the finding for H3, this suggests that broader embeddedness has a positive
impact on a newcomer’s likelihood of joining a syndicate with strong network
faultlines only when the newcomer has a high level of experience.

Even though we did not hypothesize about the two-way interactions underly-
ing our models, an examination of these effects yields some intriguing
insights.20 For instance, when network faultlines are at an average value, status
of the prospective newcomer’s strongest tie and its depth of embeddedness
appear to substitute for one another. When network faultlines increase, how-
ever, the status of the strongest tie reduces the negative effect of depth of
embeddedness on participation. In addition, even though breadth and experi-
ence act as complements when faultlines are at an average level, we find that
the complementarity is much stronger and neither one is sufficient on its own
to influence participation when faultlines are strong. In fact, the negative coeffi-
cient for the interaction of experience and faultlines suggests that experienced
investors tend to avoid collaborations with conflict unless they are broadly
embedded with the members.

Post-hoc Analyses and Robustness Tests

Because our measures of newcomers’ network faultlines rely on past relational
histories, there is a risk of endogeneity. Although the conditional logit regres-
sion is essentially a fixed effects model that controls for unobserved features
of a particular syndicate at a round of financing, we conducted additional tests
to check and control for endogeneity. We first calculated the residuals of mod-
els 5 and 8. The correlations of these residuals with network faultlines and its
interactions are close to zero (between –.0066 and .0064) and not significant
(p > .534), suggesting that endogeneity is not a concern in our models
(Hamilton and Nickerson, 2003; Bascle, 2008; Bednar, Boivie, and Prince,

20 The coefficients of two-way interactions act similarly when three-way interactions are not

included.
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2013). Regardless, we used two-stage residual inclusion (2SRI) regressions
with bootstrapped standard errors to account for possible endogeneity, with
first-stage models predicting network faultlines among syndicate members
(Wooldridge, 2010). We used maximum geographic distance among syndicate
members as the instrumental variable. While geographic distance among syndi-
cate members could influence faultlines (Polzer et al., 2006; O’Leary and
Mortensen, 2010), there is no reason to expect maximum geographic distance
among syndicate members to be related to the choice of newcomers, espe-
cially when we control for the average geographic distance between syndicate
members and newcomers. Consistent with our expectations, the instrumental
variable is correlated with the endogenous variable (network faultlines) at .19
(p < .001), but its correlations with the residuals of models 5 and 8 are almost
zero (.0017 and .0019, respectively) and nonsignificant (p = .874 and .859,
respectively), suggesting this is a valid instrument.

In the first stage of 2SRI, we predicted the endogenous variable (network
faultlines) as a function of the instrumental variable, interactions of the instru-
mental variable with the corresponding independent variables, and all control
variables from the main model (Wooldridge, 2010). Then we inserted the resi-
dual predicted from the first-stage regression in the second-stage model. The
results from the second-stage models (table 7, models 9 and 10) are consistent
with our findings in the main analyses. We also performed a Durbin–Wu–
Hausman test to check for endogeneity. The corresponding residuals gen-
erated from first-stage regressions are not significant in either model 9 (p =
.768) or model 10 (p = .211). We also used a second instrumental variable that
measures the maximum geographic distance between syndicate members in
the round prior to the focal round and found consistent results.21

Next, we ran linear probability models with fixed effects to corroborate our
interpretation of the interaction effects in nonlinear models (Wiersema and
Bowen, 2009). As shown in table 7, the results are consistent. Only about 6.14
percent and 6.52 percent predicted probabilities fall out of the range of zero
and one for models 11 and 12, respectively.

Third, we verified the robustness of our findings to the matching procedure
by using (1) all hypothetical newcomers available from the CEM matching, (2)
up to three matched hypothetical newcomers, and (3) one matched hypotheti-
cal newcomer. All results based on these alternative matching schemes are
consistent. Findings using all hypothetical newcomers matched based on CEM
methodology are shown in table 7.

Fourth, we calculated depth and breadth in alternative ways to ensure
robustness. For instance, a newcomer who has a strong maximum tie (depth
of embeddedness) with one member of a syndicate could also have strong ties
with other syndicate members. We created an alternative measure for depth of
embeddedness using the difference between the maximum tie strength and
second strongest tie strength. Next, we calculated breadth of embeddedness
in alternative ways: (1) without orthogonalization, (2) orthogonalized against
depth of embeddedness, (3) orthogonalized against the newcomer’s second
strongest tie, and (4) using all dyads between a prospective newcomer and

21 We lost 1,006 observations using the second instrumental variable, because some previous

rounds had only one incumbent member, which made it impossible to calculate maximum geo-

graphic distance between members.
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Table 7. Selected Robustness Tests*

2SRI LPM All hypotheticals Alt. depth measure Alt. breadth measure

Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12 Model 13 Model 14 Model 15 Model 16 Model 17 Model 18

Newcomer VC type

dissimilarity

–.074 –.462 .001 –.029 –.171 –.320 –.193 –.438 –.170 –.309

(9.970) (2.095) (.650) (.650) (2.424) (2.423) (2.428) (2.437) (2.425) (2.429)

Newcomer

geographic

distance to

syndicate

members

–.390• –.354• –.080•• –.077•• –.323• –.315• –.382•• –.373•• –.384•• –.365•

(.191) (.154) (.029) (.029) (.137) (.137) (.142) (.142) (.142) (.142)

Newcomer

geographic

distance to venture

.181 .159+ .039+ .040• .130 .136 .171+ .176+ .173+ .170+

(.169) (.093) (.020) (.020) (.092) (.092) (.096) (.096) (.096) (.096)

Newcomer industry

distance to

syndicate

members

.104 .174 .025 .035 .075 .081 .129 .131 .120 .146

(.261) (.203) (.040) (.040) (.182) (.183) (.186) (.187) (.186) (.187)

Newcomer industry

distance to venture

1.890••• 1.656••• .378••• .369••• 1.811••• 1.783••• 1.825••• 1.785••• 1.820••• 1.791•••

(.521) (.400) (.070) (.070) (.335) (.335) (.343) (.344) (.343) (.344)

Newcomer status

similarity

–.277 .115 –.031 –.032 –.138 –.113 –.133 –.122 –.143 –.098

(.470) (.236) (.036) (.036) (.176) (.177) (.180) (.182) (.180) (.183)

Newcomer indirect

tie density

–.035 –.131 –.010 –.001 –.077 –.051 –.079 –.052 –.085 –.064

(.229) (.138) (.029) (.029) (.136) (.138) (.140) (.142) (.140) (.142)

Newcomer average

tie strength

.026 .031 .005 .006 .042 .047 .086•• .095•• –.088•• –.110•••

(.057) (.034) (.007) (.007) (.033) (.034) (.029) (.030) (.031) (.033)

Strongest tie status .060 .007 .009•• .004 .057••• .044• .047•• .032+ .050•• .028

(.048) (.028) (.003) (.004) (.016) (.017) (.017) (.018) (.017) (.018)

Newcomer

experience

–.002•• –.002••• –.000••• –.000••• –.002••• –.002••• –.002••• –.002••• –.002••• –.002•••

(.001) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000)

H1a: Depth of

embeddedness

.043+ .056••• .008••• .014••• .037••• .055••• .039••• .071••• .037••• .062•••

(.023) (.012) (.002) (.002) (.006) (.009) (.007) (.012) (.007) (.011)

H1b: Breadth of

embeddedness

.198•• .149••• .040••• .035••• .183••• .165••• .188••• .165••• .853••• .857•••

(.061) (.043) (.008) (.009) (.037) (.038) (.040) (.042) (.184) (.186)

H2: Depth of

embeddedness ×
Network faultlines

–.011+ –.020• –.002•• –.004•• –.009• –.020•• –.011• –.039•• –.008+ –.024••

(.006) (.009) (.001) (.002) (.004) (.007) (.005) (.013) (.004) (.008)

H3: Breadth of

embeddedness ×
Network faultlines

–.003 –.021 .000 –.004 –.009 –.022 .004 –.018 –.111 –.015

(.030) (.023) (.004) (.005) (.017) (.020) (.020) (.023) (.094) (.113)

Network faultlines

× Strongest tie

status

.016 .003 .011 .024 .025

(.019) (.003) (.016) (.018) (.017)

Depth of

embeddedness ×
Strongest tie

status

-.014••• –.003••• –.010•• –.016••• –.012•••

(.003) (.001) (.003) (.004) (.004)

H4: Depth of

embeddedness ×
Network faultlines

× Strongest tie

status

.006+ .001• .008•• .013•• .008••

(.004) (.001) (.003) (.004) (.003)

Network faultlines

× Newcomer

experience

–.001• –.000 –.000 –.001• –.002••

(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.001)

(continued)
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syndicate members, including the strongest tie, orthogonalized against the
average tie strength. All tests using these alternative measures yield consistent
results. The findings with the alternative depth measure and the first alternative
breadth measure are included in table 7.

As we detail in Online Appendix B (http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/
10.1177/0001839219834011), we conducted further tests by (1) varying the
definition of syndicate membership, (2) controlling for ties with lead inves-
tor(s), (3) varying the CEM matching criteria, (4) changing the weighting on
negative ties, (5) examining the impact of the syndicate size on hypothesized
relationships, and (6) examining the impact of the number of newcomers. All
tests yielded robust results in general. We also examined the first-order
effect of network faultlines on adding any newcomer firms and found that
network faultlines had a weak negative effect on the addition of new mem-
bers. This effect disappeared when we controlled for the investment
amount. Finally, we examined the additional explanatory power of our mod-
els compared with standard dyadic models by reconstructing the sample and
decomposing a prospective newcomer’s participation in a syndicate into its
dyadic relationships with each existing member. The results confirmed that
the inclusion of group-level variables significantly improves the model fit. The
results are available upon request.

Table 7. (continued)

2SRI LPM All hypotheticals Alt. depth measure Alt. breadth measure

Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12 Model 13 Model 14 Model 15 Model 16 Model 17 Model 18

Breadth of

embeddedness ×
Newcomer

experience

.001+ .000 .000• .001• .001+

(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.001)

H5: Breadth of

embeddedness ×
Network faultlines

× Newcomer

experience

.001••• .000* .000•• .001•• .003•••

(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.001)

Residual/Constant .378 –.700 –.002 .019

(1.282) (.559) (.250) (.250)

Chi square 168.710 239.120 193.794 217.137 178.303 216.622 181.473 211.103

N 8759 8759 8759 8759 21564 21564 8759 8759 8759 8759

Log likelihood –2666.744 –2648.803 –4339.331 –4321.514 –3539.956 –3528.285 –2667.805 –2648.646 –2666.220 –2651.405

Pseudo R square

(or R squared)

.033 .039 .027 .031 .027 .030 .032 .039 .033 .038

+ p < 0.1; •p < .05; ••p < .01; •••p < .001; two-tailed tests.

* Standard errors are in parentheses. In the Stage 1 regressions in 2SRI, the endogenous variable (network

faultlines) is predicted by the instrumental variable, interactions of the instrumental variable with the corresponding

independent variables, and all control variables from the main model.
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DISCUSSION

Examining changes to the composition of interorganizational collaborations is
important because the evolution of a collaboration may not be driven by the
same factors as its formation in the first place. We focus on a unique aspect of
the evolution of collaborations by examining group dynamics in collaborations,
a process that is likely to be less salient at inception. Studying the growth of
collaborations enables us to decompose embeddedness in a way that allows
us to delve into group dynamics.

The key contribution of this study is to extend the research on new tie for-
mation from the dyadic level to a group level. Unlike prior research that has
focused on the question of when a focal firm forms dyadic ties with a new part-
ner, this study examined new partner addition as tie formation between a new-
comer firm and the members of a multi-firm partnership. This perspective
allowed us to distinguish between the depth and breadth of a newcomer’s
embeddedness with members of a collaboration and explore the implications
of both. While depth and breadth similarly influence the likelihood of joining a
collaboration, the two patterns exert distinct effects when the collaboration is
characterized by network faultlines.

Integrating the interorganizational collaboration literature with a group per-
spective provides novel insights. For instance, our findings suggest that depth
of embeddedness has a weaker influence on the likelihood of a prospective
newcomer’s participation in a collaboration with strong network faultlines. This
finding diverges from the commonly observed function of indirect ties as con-
duits of information: if a prospective newcomer’s deeply embedded ties served
solely as sources of information about the newcomer, we would not observe a
change in the impact of depth based on network faultlines. The decline in the
impact of depth suggests that network faultlines lead to a concern for power
distribution, offering a more nuanced understanding of tie formation. In addi-
tion, we find that the status position of a newcomer’s strongest tie influences
the likelihood of a deeply embedded newcomer participating in a collaboration
with network faultlines. This finding further underlines that an understanding of
the impact of patterns of embeddedness on tie formation may be incomplete
without considering power dynamics.

Our findings also point to the importance of mediating roles in collaborations.
Prior literature has suggested that coordination and mediation are among the key
roles that boundary spanners play in organizations (Gould and Fernandez, 1989;
Obstfeld, 2005). At the same time, boundary-spanning roles present challenges,
as firms may view partners holding brokerage positions as untrustworthy and
avoid them (Xiao and Tsui, 2007; Jensen, 2008). Our study complements these
findings and explores the conditions under which boundary spanners between
subgroups in interorganizational collaborations could play effective mediating
roles. We find that a newcomer’s prior experience increases its ability to mediate
between subgroups when it has broad embeddedness in collaborations with
strong faultlines. This shows that breadth and experience play complementary
roles in new member additions to collaborations such that the presence of one
is not enough to overcome the challenges of mediation.

Our study joins a small number of recent studies that examine group
dynamics in interorganizational collaborations. Prior work has shown the impact
of group dynamics on partnership formation (Zhang, Gupta, and Hallen, 2017),
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alliance dissolution (Heidl, Steensma, and Phelps, 2014), and collaboration per-
formance (Ma, Rhee, and Yang, 2013; Davis, 2016). This paper extends this
body of work by examining their role in the growth of collaborations. By inte-
grating insights from literatures on exchange theory, groups, and interorganiza-
tional collaborations, it delves into the microfoundations of network structures.

Finally, the study has implications for the broader literature on network evo-
lution. This literature has focused either on changes in dyadic relationships,
e.g., through formation of multiplex ties (e.g., Gulati and Westphal, 1999;
Shipilov et al., 2014), or changes to the overall structure of ego or global net-
works through tie formation (Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999; Powell et al., 2005;
Zaheer and Soda, 2009; Ahuja, Soda, and Zaheer, 2012). In contrast, we are
able to track and examine how each collaboration grows over time. The group
perspective of network growth complements the relational and structural per-
spectives of network evolution.

The study has a number of limitations, which invite future research. First,
future studies could generate more insights using research designs that
allow for more in-depth observations of group dynamics. Quantitative evi-
dence presented here is consistent with an explanation based on exchange
theory and group dynamics, and our qualitative work illustrates the pro-
cesses. Given the limitations of large-sample data analysis, however, further
research is needed to disentangle the mechanisms put forth in this paper.
Second, in future studies, it would be helpful to more systematically examine
the underlying dynamics of when and under what conditions network fault-
lines come about. Third, we examined only network faultlines and did not
examine other sources of potential faultlines, such as demographic dissimi-
larity among members. Our assumption is that patterns of prior ties would
adequately reflect such sources of heterogeneity due to homophily in colla-
boration formation. Future work may look more closely into the relationship
between network faultlines and other sources of fractures in interorganiza-
tional collaborations.

Our context, VC syndicates, has some unique characteristics such as the
staging of investments and changing composition of the syndicate across
rounds. While these characteristics provide a unique opportunity to observe the
growth of interorganizational collaborations, they may limit the generalizability
of the results. At the same time, venture capital is a context in which
embedded ties are common and reputation is important. When there are such
strong sanctions against self-interested behavior, it is somewhat surprising that
group dynamics could influence decision making and the choice of partners as
much as we observed. We therefore believe our study generates interesting
insights that are likely to be relevant for other types of interorganizational colla-
borations. More work on multilateral alliances in varied contexts, including tech-
nology ecosystems, transportation, telecommunications, and financial
systems, is needed.

Linking the interorganizational partnership literature with power and
coalition-building perspectives promises some fruitful avenues for future
research. For instance, future work may further explore the implications of
these group-level dynamics on other aspects of macro-level network struc-
tures, such as the emergence and persistence of structural holes. It may also
be fruitful to explore how these dynamics influence partnership decision
making and outcomes. Specifically, U.S. venture capital is a 130 billion-dollar
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industry that plays an important role in funding entrepreneurship and innova-
tion.22 Investment patterns in the industry have an important bearing on
the fate of startups that are VC-funded. Given the potentially critical role of
syndicates in supporting entrepreneurial startups, our findings may have
substantial implications for entrepreneurial outcomes that are yet to be
explored.
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